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Summary

For the management of local breeds with historical introgression, both genetic gain and the
long-term evolution of genetic variability have to be taken into consideration. Traditional
optimum contribution selection (traditional OCS) is effective for increasing genetic gain,
controlling the rate of inbreeding and enables maintenance of genetic diversity. However, for
breeds with historical introgression, this diversity may be caused by introducing genetic
material from other breeds, which can be a risk to the conservation of small local populations.
Therefore, the breeding objectives should not only focus on increasing genetic gain but also
on maintaining the diversity of native alleles. The aim of the project was to resolve all these
conflictive objections to improve the current breeding program of local livestock breeds. Two
studies have been conducted to investigate whether the advanced OCS approach, which takes
migrant contribution and kinship at native alleles as additional constraints in OCS, could
improve current breeding programs based on both pedigree and genomic information using
the example of the German Angler cattle. It has proved that advanced OCS is in superior in
balancing both goals of production and conservation. Thus it is the preferred option for the
breeding programs of breeds with historical introgression.
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Background

Local breeds and varieties of domestic animal species have experienced crossing to breeds
with high economic value. Such introgression can have both positive and negative
consequences for the local livestock populations. The performance of the local breed can be
improved via introgressive hybridization. The genetic diversity may increase due to the gene
flow from other populations. However, these two benefits are at the expense of losing the
genetic originality of the local population, which will lead the local breed to extinction. For
the management of local breeds with historical introgression, three conflicts have to be
addressed, i.e. the conflict between increasing genetic gain while managing the inbreeding
level, the conflict between maintaining genetic diversity while controlling the loss of genetic
uniqueness, and the conflict between increasing genetic gain while recovering the original
genetic background. The traditional approach of optimum contribution selection (traditional
OCS) provides a solution to solve the first problem. It attempts to maximize genetic response
while simultaneously restricting the rate of inbreeding by optimizing the genetic contribution
of all selection candidates (Meuwissen 1997; Woolliams et al., 2015). OCS restricts average
relatedness of the selection candidates, thus the loss of genetic diversity can be controlled in
the long run (Eynard et al., 2016; Gómez-Romano et al., 2016). However, the management
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using OCS conserves the amount of genetic diversity retained by the population, which also
maintains exogenous genes. When the selection is exerted on an economically important trait,
the selected superior alleles would mostly come from the migrant breed, which increases the
frequencies of exogenous genes. Thus instead of focusing on genetic gain and rate of
inbreeding only, the elimination of exogenous genetic material should be considered to help
recover the original genetic background. To conserve breeds with historical migrations,
Wellmann et al. (2012) recommended that approaches should not only constrain migrant
contribution (MC), but also aim at increasing the probability that alleles originating from
native ancestors are not identical by descent (IBD). Thus the advanced OCS approach, which
takes MC and kinship at native alleles as additional constraints, may be a solution to resolve
above conflicts to balance both functions of production and conservation.

The main aim of this project was to resolve the existing conflicts in the current
breeding program of local breeds with historical introgression. Two studies were conducted to
investigate whether the advanced OCS approach can improve current breeding programs
using the example of the German Angler cattle (Bennewitz and Meuwissen, 2005). Both
short-term and long-term performance of different OCS strategies were evaluated based on
pedigree and genomic information respectively. Several scenarios based on different objective
functions were investigated and only the results of scenarios aiming at maximizing genetic
gain are shown in this paper. The scenarios were compared not only with respect to the level
of genetic gain but also with respect to the parameters measuring genetic diversity and genetic
uniqueness.

Constraints involved in the advanced OCS approach

Two kinships that are involved in the calculations of the OCS procedure were applied in both
studies. The classic kinship between individual and is the probability that two alleles, and ,
at a locus that are randomly chosen from individual and are identical by descent (IBD). The
traditional OCS approach only takes kinship into consideration. For breeds with historical
migration and foreign introgression, Wellmann et al. (2012) proposed that the breed origin of
alleles and the kinship at native alleles should be considered. The kinship is the probability
that two alleles at a locus that are randomly chosen from the offspring population are IBD
given that both are descended from native founders. The description of the corresponding
kinship parameters based on genomic information, which are denoted as and respectively,
can be found in Wang et al. (2017b). Besides, migrant contributions were also considered as
additional constraint in some of the selection scenarios.

Several reasonable assumptions were made for all scenarios. The genetic contribution
of a selection candidate (), expressed as the proportion of genetic material originating from
this individual in the next generation, was assumed to be non-negative (). In diploid species,
each sex group contributes half of the genes to the gene pool. Thus, the sum of genetic
contribution of all selection candidates of a sex was 0.5; i.e., and , where and are vectors for
indicators of a candidate’s sex. For all OCS scenarios, optimization was done only for males.
All females were assumed to have equal numbers of offspring. The analyses were conducted
via R package optiSel (Wellmann 2017).

Advanced OCS approach based on pedigree information

This study was based on the pedigree information of German Angler cattle. A total of 199
male selection candidates along with 1000 female selection candidates were involved in the
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selection process. The data description and scenario constructions can be found in Wang et al.
(2017a). Threshold values were chosen to achieve an effective population size of 50. Results
for maximizing the average estimated breeding value (EBV) in the progeny generation under
various constraints are in Table 1. Traditional OCS (maxEBV.A) with a restriction on the rate
of inbreeding achieved the highest average EBV (1.226) in the progeny generation among all
scenarios. The superiority of traditional OCS compared to truncation selection (TS) is a
slightly higher EBV level (1.226 vs. 1.184) at almost the same average level (0.030 vs.
0.031). However, in both cases, the level of MC increased to a higher level. When MC was
considered as an additional constraint, the EBV level decreased from 1.226 to 0.979. That is
because MC and EBV are positively correlated. Hence, the maximum genetic gain can only
be achieved by allowing for the introgression of foreign genetic material. is a more powerful
constraint compared to . When was taken into consideration, automatically became lower
(0.020 vs. 0.030). In this case, the average EBV dropped to the lowest value of 0.449
compared to other selection scenarios. However, this was still larger than that obtained in the
REF scenario (0.211).

The advanced OCS approach can effectively maintain the diversity of native alleles
and genetic originality while ensuring genetic improvement. Depending on the situation, the
breeding organization could select a set of appropriate constraint values to emphasize on
production or conservation.

Table 1 Genetic parameters when maximizing the breeding value while restricting mean
kinship and/or migrant contributions estimated from the pedigree in Angler cattle.

Scenarios1 Parameters
MC EBV

REF2 0.022 0.049 0.722 0.211
TS3 0.031 0.067 0.722 1.184
maxEBV. 0.030 0.082 0.743 1.226
maxEBV..MC 0.030 0.082 0.677 0.979
maxEBV...MC 0.020 0.046 0.677 0.449
1The name of each optimization scenario consists of a prefix that indicates the objective function and a suffix that
indicates the constraint settings, i.e. scenario maxEBV. aims at achieving the highest average EBV level with the
restriction of increase of .
2REF: no selection and optimization was done in this scenario, each selection candidate has equal contribution to the next
generation.
3TS: 13 sires with highest EBV were selected to achieve an effective population size of 50.

Advanced OCS approach based on genomic information

This study aimed at evaluating the performance of different OCS strategies in ten subsequent
simulated generations obtained from genomic data of Angler cattle. The data description,
simulation procedure and scenario construction can be found in Wang et al. (2017b). Several
parameters were compared for each generation of each selection scenarios, i.e. the average
segment-based kinship (), average segment-based kinship at native alleles (), average migrant
contribution, average heterozygosity (), the variance of true breeding values (), and the genic
variance (). Threshold values were chosen to achieve an effective population size of 100 with
respect to fSEG and fSEG|N. The parameter values at the starting stage (base population ) and
final generation (10th generation ) for all scenarios are shown in Table 2. The results were
mainly in accordance with the results obtained from pedigree records. Traditional OCS
achieved a slightly lower genetic gain (2.915 vs. 3.002) and a slightly higher genetic diversity
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compared to truncation selection. However, both selection methods are not appropriate for the
situation of Angler cattle, as both reduced the diversity at native alleles considerably and
increased the MC. Constraining MC and kinship at native alleles enabled recovery of the
genetic originality, but also slowed the genetic progress in performance traits compared to
truncation selection and traditional OCS. Thus, it is essential to set an appropriate constraint
for MC in order to balance both breeding goals of production and conservation.

Table 2. Average of each parameter estimated from genomic data in base generation and for
each selection scenario.

Parameters1

EBV MC
Beginning of selection

0.561 0.622 0.048 0.061 0.367 0.197 0.075
End of selection ()2

REF3 0.558 0.587 0.044 0.048 0.364 0.091 0.075
TS4 3.002 0.679 0.115 0.157 0.346 0.044 0.049
maxEBV. 2.915 0.638 0.094 0.136 0.351 0.049 0.052
maxEBV. 5 2.757 0.617 0.085 0.104 0.353 0.056 0.054
maxEBV..6 1.825 0.455 0.073 0.104 0.355 0.065 0.063
1Parameters estimated in each generation of each scenario: EBV: estimated breeding value; MC: migrant contribution; :
kinship; : kinship at native alleles; : average heterozygosity; : variance of true breeding value; : genic variance.
2The name of each optimization scenario consists of a prefix that indicates the objective function and a suffix that
indicates the constraint settings.
3REF: no selection and optimization was done in this scenario, each selection candidate has equal contribution to the next
generation.
4TS: 26 sires with highest EBV were selected to guarantee the effective population size to be 100 for the following
generation.
5In this scenario, the average MC is required to be the same with the average MC in the base population .
6In this scenario, the average MC is required to be decreased 3% per generation.

Conclusion

The two main purposes of a breeding program, i.e. conserving local breeds and improving
genetic gain, are contradictory. Advanced OCS strategies enable achieving a balance between
the different breeding goals of populations with historic introgression, which are to increase
genetic gain, to recover the original genetic background and to conserve genetic diversity.
Recovering the original genetic background is possible but requires many generations of
selection and reduces the genetic progress. A set of appropriate constraints is necessary for
balancing the breeding goals.
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